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This paper proposes a robust gain-scheduled H1 controller for lateral stability control of four-wheel-
independent-drive electric vehicles via linear parameter-varying technique. The controller aims at track-
ing the desired yaw rate and vehicle sideslip angle by controlling the external yaw moment. In the design
of controller, uncertain factors such as vehicle mass and tire cornering stiffness in vehicle lateral dynam-
ics are represented via the norm-bounded uncertainty. To address the importance of time-varying longi-
tudinal velocity for vehicle lateral stability control, a linear parameter-varying polytopic vehicle model is
built, and the built vehicle model depends affinely on the time-varying longitudinal speed that is
described by a polytope with finite vertices. In order to reduce conservative, the hyper-rectangular poly-
tope is replaced by a hyper-trapezoidal polytope. Simultaneously, the quadratic D-stability is also applied
to improve the transient response of the closed-loop system. The resulting gain-scheduling state-feed-
back controller is finally designed, and solved utilizing a set of linear matrix inequalities derived from
quadratic H1 performance and D-stability. Simulations using Matlab/Simulink-Carsim� are carried out
to verify the effectiveness of the proposed controller with a high-fidelity, CarSim�, full-vehicle model.
It is found from the results that the robust gain-scheduled H1 controller suggested in this paper provides
improved vehicle lateral stability, safety and handling performance.

� 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Emerging four-wheel-independent-drive electric vehicles have
appeared as promising vehicle architectures based on several
advantages in terms of high energy efficiency and advanced vehicle
dynamics control [1,2]. FWID-EVs (four-wheel-independent-drive
electric vehicles) utilize in-wheel motors to drive the wheels such
that the torque of each wheel can be controlled independently.
Such a flexible actuation can be easily used to generate the exter-
nal yaw moment with the torque differences between the left and
right wheels, which possesses potential to improve lateral stability
of FWID-EVs [1–4]. Lateral stability control of vehicle dynamics is a
very important aspect of improving vehicle handling and safety
performance. A great deal of research on vehicle lateral dynamics
stability control, including direct yaw moment control system or
active steering control with steer-by-wire system, has been done
in recent years [2–10].
Although the above research achievements were successful,
there are still two main challenges about the lateral dynamics sta-
bility control. The first one is inherent nonlinearities in the vehicle
lateral dynamics model such as tire nonlinearity. Most research
papers employ linear tire model that assumes tire cornering stiff-
ness is a fixed value. In fact, when the vehicle undergoes high
accelerations under extreme driving maneuvers, tire’s dynamics
nature presents inherent nonlinearity that means a changed tire
cornering stiffness. If lateral tire force in this nonlinear region is
treated as linear, the lateral stability may be lost, and the behaviors
of the vehicle will become uncontrollable and very dangerous. The
second one is that most published research on lateral stability con-
trol focused on the fixed longitudinal velocity, while time-varying
longitudinal velocity is also very critical for the tracking perfor-
mance in controlling lateral stability of vehicle dynamics, since
longitudinal velocity has a pronounced effect for the vehicle han-
dling and safety performance, especially for heavy steering in high
speed [6,8]. In addition, according to [10,11], in contrast to conven-
tional vehicles, the hulking transmission and mechanical link
between source of power and actuator for FWID-EVs have been
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of overall control structure.

Table 1
The parameters for the experimental electric vehicles.

Parameter Value

Vehicle total mass m 960 kg
Distance, the CG to front and rear axle, Lf, Lr 1.1 m, 1.3 m
Vehicle moment of inertia about yaw axis Iz 625.3 kg m2

Front and rear tires cornering stiffness Cf, Cr 25,325 N/rad, 27,280 N/rad
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removed and replaced with X-by-wire system, which leads to sub-
stantially reduced vehicle inertial parameters (e.g., vehicle mass
and yaw moment of inertia), and the FWID-EVs become
lightweight. Furthermore, it means that the effects of variation in
inertial parameters for lateral stability and handling performance
of FWID-EVs become much more pronounced. Thus, designing
the lateral stability controller is demanded to consider uncertain-
ties such as tire cornering stiffness, vehicle mass and yaw moment
of inertia, and the controller is also needed to consider the tradeoff
between the tracking performance and robustness against
uncertainties.

Robust control theory has been proved to be a powerful tech-
nique in dealing with the above mentioned challenges, several lin-
ear and nonlinear robust controllers have been reported, such as
H1 methodology, l-synthesis approach, mixed H1/GH2 control,
sliding mode control, input output linearization and nonlinear
adaptive robust control [12–18].

However, on the one hand, utilizing robust control of linear
time invariant techniques has the major drawback that unusually
assumes the fixed operating longitudinal velocity, which is difficult
to cope with above descriptive the second challenge. On the other
hand, nonlinear robust control possesses capability of handling
nonlinearities of lateral dynamics model and uncertainties in vehi-
cle parameters. Whereas, the design of nonlinear robust controller
is complex and challenged, and these nonlinear robust techniques
fail to take advantage of the reality that the vehicles lateral dynam-
ics are closer to linear under normal driving conditions [19,20].

Recently, the linear parameter-varying technique whose theo-
retical developments in the context of robust control has attracted
the increasing concern from the academia. Main advantage of the
LPV (linear parameter-varying) technique is in allowing applica-
tion of powerful linear synthesis concepts to nonlinear systems,
which can be successfully used to automatically schedule the gain
of the controller with respect to variation of scheduling variable,
have shown promising perspective in various applications
[21–23]. As for LPV-based robust control on lateral stability con-
trol, few investigations have been reported. Utilizing LPV tech-
nique and linear tire model, gain-scheduled active differential
and steering controller, slip-controller, global chassis controller
are proposed, respectively [24–29].

This paper proposes a robust gain-scheduled H1 controller for
lateral stability control of FWID-EVs by controlling the external
yaw moment. Uncertainties in vehicle lateral dynamics, including
tire cornering stiffness, vehicle mass and moment of inertia about
the yaw axis, are considered simultaneously. To design robust
gain-scheduled controller, and LPV-based polytopic vehicle model
is built. The quadratic D-stability is also applied to improve the
transient response of the closed-loop system simultaneously.
Finally, gain-scheduling state-feedback H1 controller is designed,
which is solved utilizing a set of linear matrix inequalities (LMIs).

The schematic diagram of overall control structure is shown in
Fig. 1. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents LPV-based uncertain vehicle model. In Section 3, robust
gain-scheduled H1 controller is design. In Section 4, simulation
results are presented and discussed. Finally, conclusions are
offered in Section 5 (see Table 1).
2. Uncertain vehicle dynamics model

2.1. Vehicle dynamics model

In contrast to conventional vehicles, FWID-EVs with in-wheel
motors shown in Fig. 2 possess flexile drive architecture that the
torque of each wheel can be controlled independently, and the
external yaw moment with the torque differences between the left
and right wheels can be easily generated, which can be applied to
control lateral stability. To simplify designing the controller, the
widely used single track model shown in Fig. 2 is chosen in this
study [4,12], the vehicle lateral dynamics equations that include
lateral and yaw motions can be written as:

mVxð _bþ cÞ ¼ Fyf þ Fyr

Izc ¼ lf Fyf � lrFyr þ DMz
ð1Þ

where m is vehicle total mass, Vx, c and b are vehicle longitudinal
velocity, yaw rate and vehicle side slip angle at center of gravity,
respectively. Fyf and Fyr are the lateral tire force for front and rear
wheels, respectively. Iz, Lf and Lr are vehicle moment of inertia about
yaw axes, the distances from the CG (center of gravity) to the front
and rear axle respectively. DMz is the external yaw moment.

Under normal driving conditions, accelerations of the vehicle
are low, the tire slip angles tend to small, and the tire operates
in this linear region. At small slip angles, the tire slip angles can
be expressed as the following:

af ¼ d� lf c
Vx
� b

ar ¼
lrc
Vx
� b

ð2Þ

where af and ar are the tire slip angle for front and rear tires,
respectively.

When the tire operates in linear region, the lateral tire forces
can be linearly approximated as follows:

Fyf ¼ Cf af

Fyr ¼ Crar
ð3Þ

where Cf and Cr are the tire cornering stiffness for front and rear
tires, respectively.

Substituting (2) and (3) into (1), the state-space representation
of vehicle lateral dynamics system can be written as follows:

_xðtÞ ¼ AxðtÞ þ B1xðtÞ þ B2uðtÞ ð4Þ

where

xðtÞ ¼ ½b; c�T



Fig. 2. The yaw model of vehicle lateral dynamics.
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xðtÞ ¼ d; uðtÞ ¼ DMz

A ¼
� CfþCr

mVx

lr Cr�lf Cf

mV2
x
� 1

lr Cr�lf Cf

Iz
� l2f Cfþl2r Cr

Iz

264
375

B1 ¼
Cf

mVx

lf Cf

Iz

24 35; B2 ¼
0
1
Iz

" #
2.2. LPV-based uncertain vehicle dynamics model

Fig. 3 describes the lateral tire force versus the tire slip angle,
the importance of tire nonlinearity in the tire model can be
observed. At small tire slip angle, the lateral tire force of the linear
model has the nearly same level as that of the nonlinear model. It is
appropriate for small tire slip angles to use a fixed tire cornering
stiffness. Based on this fact, most research papers employ the lin-
ear tire model. However, when vehicle undergoes high accelera-
tions, the tire slip angle continues to grow, and the tire cornering
stiffness begins to change, simultaneously, the lateral tire force of
Fig. 3. The lateral tire force versus the tire slip angle.
the linear model has a distinct difference than that of the nonlinear
model, and then the lateral tire force becomes nonlinear. If tire
model makes use of a fixed tire cornering stiffness in this nonlinear
region, that is, lateral tire force in this nonlinear region is treated as
linear, the lateral stability may be lost, and the uncontrollable vehi-
cle will become very dangerous.

To deal with the problem of tire nonlinearity, nonlinear models
include Dugoff and Pacejka tire models have been developed and
applied, nevertheless, the two nonlinear tire models requires a
large number of tire-specific parameters that are usually unknown
[7,20]. Moreover, the design of nonlinear robust controller will
become more complex and challenged. In this study, tire nonlin-
earity can be handled using the uncertain tire cornering stiffness,
which are represented via the norm-bounded uncertainty as
follows:

Cf ¼ Cfe þ NðtÞeCfn

Cr ¼ Cre þ NðtÞeCrn

ð5Þ

where

Cfe ¼
Cfmax þ Cfmin

2
; Cre ¼

Crmax þ Crmin

2

eCfn ¼
Cfmax � Cfmin

2
; eCrn ¼

Crmax � Crmin

2

Cfmax and Crmax are the maximal tire cornering stiffness for front and
rear tires, and Cfmin and Crmin are minimal cornering stiffness for
front and rear tires, respectively. N(t) satisfy |N(t)| 6 1.

Similarly, using the maximum mass mmax and the minimum
mass mmin, the uncertain vehicle mass can be represented by

1
m
¼ me þ NðtÞ ~mn ð6Þ

where

me ¼
1
2
ðmsmax þmsminÞ; msmax ¼

1
mmin
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~mn ¼
1
2
ðmsmax �msminÞ; msmin ¼

1
mmax

According to [29], the moment of inertia is proportional to the
mass, thus the uncertain moment of inertia can be written as:

1
Iz
¼ i2me þ NðtÞi2 ~mn ð7Þ

where i2 is relevant coefficient between that the mass and the
moment of inertia.

For the state-space representation in Eq. (4), considering the
uncertain term Cf/m as:

Cf

m
¼ ðCfe þ NðtÞeCfnÞðme þ NðtÞ ~mnÞ

¼ Cfeme þ ðCfe ~mn þ eCfnmeÞNðtÞ þ eCfn ~mnN2ðtÞ
ð8Þ

Note that the variations eCfn and ~mn are small. Thus, the multi-
plying of eCfn and ~mn is relatively much smaller than Cfe ~mn andeCfnme, and then the Eq. (8) is approximated as:

Cf

m
� cf m0 þ DcfmNðtÞ ð9Þ

where

cf ¼ Cfe; m0 ¼ me; Dcfm ¼ Cfe ~mn þ eCfnme þ eCfn ~mn

Similarly, the uncertain term Cr/m can be approximated as:

Cr

m
� crm0 þ DcrmNðtÞ ð10Þ

where

cr ¼ Cre;m0 ¼ me; Dcrm ¼ Cre ~mn þ eCrnme þ eC rn ~mn

As mentioned in Section 1, most published research on lateral
stability control focused on the fixed longitudinal velocity, but
time-varying longitudinal velocity is also very critical for the vehi-
cle handling and safety performance. Since time-varying longitudi-
nal velocity can be measured utilizing real-time sensors [9,10]. In
this study, a robust gain-scheduled controller is designed to sche-
dule the online measured longitudinal speed Vx.

Assuming that the variable range of longitudinal velocity Vx is
[Vx, Vx], and then the variable ranges of 1/Vx and 1/V2

x are
[1/Vx, 1/Vx] and [1/V2

x , 1/V2
x ], respectively. Fig. 4 describes the

hyper-rectangular polytope of the parameter set (1/Vx, 1/V2
x ), i.e.,

MQPN. Using the linear combination of the four vertices, all the
possible variable value in the domain can be represented. Note that
Fig. 4. Structure of the polytope.
the possible variable value of the set (1/Vx, 1/V2
x ) only choice along

the trajectory (the red line), it is clear that most area of the hyper-
rectangular cannot be achieved, thus, the parameter set (1/Vx, 1/
V2

x ) depicted by hyper-rectangular polytope is conservative. To
reduce conservative, the area that includes the trajectory of the
parameter set (1/Vx, 1/V2

x ) should be chosen as small as possible,
here the hyper-rectangular polytope is replaced by a hyper-trape-
zoidal polytope. The new hyper-trapezoidal polytope is limited by
the domain MPRS, the first edge MP is determined by the two points
M(1/Vx, 1/V2

x ) and P(1/Vx, 1/V2
x ), and other two edges MS and PR are

the tangents at points M and P, respectively. The last edge RS is the
line that is parallel to the line MP and the tangent at the hyperbole.

By solving above line equations on the four edges, the coordi-
nates of two new vertices R and S can be obtained:

R¼ 1
Vx;R

;
1

V2
x;R

 !

¼ V2
x þ2VxVx�3V2

x

4ðV2
x VxþV V2

x �2VxÞ
;
VxþVx

4VxVx

V2
x þ2VxVx�3V2

x

V2
x VxþVxV2

x �2Vx
þVxþVx

VxVx

 ! !

S¼ 1
Vx;s

;
1

V2
x;s

 !

¼ V2
x þ2VxVx�3V2

x

4ðV2
x VþV V2

x �2VxÞ
;
VxþVx

4VxVx

V2
x þ2VxVx�3V2

x

V2
x VþV V2

x �2Vx
þVxþVx

VxVx

 ! !

Based on the four edges, the new hyper-trapezoidal polytope
MPRS is built. Utilizing the new vertices M(1/Vx, 1/V2

x ), P(1/Vx, 1/

V2
x ), R(1/Vx,R, 1/V2

x;R) and S(1/Vx,S, 1/V2
x;S), all the possible variable

value of the parameter set (1/Vx, 1/V2
x ) can be represented.

To design the robust gain-scheduled controller, two scheduled
time-varying parameters are chosen as:q1(t) = 1/Vx, q2(t) = 1/V2

x ,
and q = [q1q2]T. Considering uncertainties in vehicle dynamics
model, the LPV-based state-space representation of vehicle lateral
dynamics system can be written as follows:

_xðtÞ¼ ðAðqÞþDAðqÞÞxðtÞþðB1ðqÞþDB1ðqÞÞxðtÞþðB2þDB2ÞuðtÞ

¼
X4

i¼1

aiðqÞððAiþDAiÞxðtÞþðB1;iþDB1;iÞxðtÞþðB2;iþDB2;iÞuðtÞÞ

ð11Þ

where

a1ðtÞ ¼ ½jq1ðtÞ � q1ðtÞjjq2ðtÞ � q2ðtÞj�=~q
a2ðtÞ ¼ ½j�q1ðtÞ � q1ðtÞjjq2ðtÞ � q2ðtÞj�=~q
a3ðtÞ ¼ ½jq1ðtÞ � q1ðtÞjj�q2ðtÞ � q2ðtÞj�=~q
a4ðtÞ ¼ ½j�q1ðtÞ � q1ðtÞjj�q2ðtÞ � q2ðtÞj�=~q
~q ¼ ð�q1 � q1Þð�q2 � q1Þ

8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:

A1 ¼
� cf m0þcr m0

Vx

lr cr m0�lf cf m0

V2
x

� 1

lr i
2crm0 � lf i2cf m0 � lf i2cf m0þlr i2cr m0

Vx

264
375 B1;1 ¼

cf m0

Vx

lf i2cf m0

" #

A2 ¼
� cf m0þcr m0

Vx;R

lr cr m0�lf cf m0

V2
x;R

� 1

lr i
2crm0 � lf i2cf m0 � lf i2cf m0þlr i2cr m0

Vx;R

264
375; B1;2 ¼

cf m0

Vx;R

lf i
2cf m0

" #

A3 ¼
� cf m0þcr m0

Vx;S

lr cr m0�lf cf m0

V2
x;S

� 1

lr i
2crm0 � lf i2cf m0 � lf i2cf m0þlr i2cr m0

Vx;S

264
375; B1;3 ¼

cf m0

Vx;S

lf i
2cf m0

" #
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A4 ¼
� cf m0þcr m0

Vx

lr cr m0�lf cf m0

V2
x

� 1

lri
2crm0 � lf i2cf m0 � lf i2cf m0þlr i2cr m0

Vx

264
375; B1;4 ¼

cf m0

Vx

lf i
2cf m0

" #

DA1 ¼ L1;1NðtÞH1;1

L1;1 ¼
� DcfmþDcrm

Vx

lrDcrm�lf Dcfm

V2
x

lri
2Dcrm � lf i

2Dcfm � lf i2Dcfmþlr i2Dcrm

Vx

264
375; B2;1 ¼

0
i2m0

� �

NðtÞ ¼
NðtÞ 0

0 NðtÞ

� �
; H1;1 ¼ H1;2 ¼ H1;3 ¼ H1;4 ¼ I

DB1;1 ¼ L2;1NðtÞH2;1; L2;1 ¼
Dcfm

Vx
0

0 lf i
2Dcfm

24 35; H2;1 ¼
1
1

� �

DA2 ¼ L1;2NðtÞH1;2

L1;2 ¼
� DcfmþDcrm

Vx;R

lrDcrm�lf Dcfm

V2
x;R

lri
2Dcrm � lf i

2Dcfm � lf i2Dcfmþlr i2Dcrm

Vx;R

264
375

DB1;2 ¼ L2;2NðtÞH2;2; L2;2 ¼
Dcfm

Vx;R
0

0 lf i
2Dcfm

24 35; H2;2 ¼ H2;1

DA3 ¼ L1;3NðtÞH1;3

L1;3 ¼
� DcfmþDcrm

Vx;S

lrDcrm�lf Dcfm

V2
x;S

lri
2Dcrm � lf i

2Dcfm � lf i2Dcfmþlr i2Dcrm

Vx;S

264
375

DB1;3 ¼ L2;3NðtÞH2;3; L2;3 ¼
Dcfm

Vx;S
0

0 lf i
2Dcfm

24 35; H2;3 ¼ H2;1

DA4 ¼ L1;4NðtÞH1;4

L1;4 ¼
� DcfmþDcrm

Vx

lrDcrm�lf Dcfm

V2
x

lri
2Dcrm � lf i

2Dcfm � lf i2Dcfmþlr i2Dcrm

Vx

264
375

DB1;4 ¼ L2;4NðtÞH2;4; L2;4 ¼
Dcfm

Vx
0

0 lf i
2Dcfm

24 35; H2;4 ¼ H2;1

B2;1 ¼
0

i2m0

� �
;B2;1 ¼ B2;2 ¼ B2;3 ¼ B2;4; DB2;1 ¼ L3;1NðtÞH3;1

DB2;1 ¼ DB2;2 ¼ DB2;3 ¼ DB2;4

L3;1 ¼
0 0
0 i2 ~mn

� �
; H3;1 ¼

1
1

� �
3. Robust gain-scheduled H‘ controller

To improve lateral stability control and handling performance
of the vehicle, the main control objective is to track the desired
yaw rate and vehicle sideslip angle. Note that various sideslip angle
estimation approaches are available [30,31], For instance, based on
onboard vision system in the literature [30], the multirate estima-
tor of vehicle body slip angle is proposed for electric vehicles, and
the effectiveness of the proposed estimator is demonstrated by
both simulations and experiments. Defining desired references
r = [cdbd]T, also defining the new augmented states v = [v1(t)v2(-
t)]T, where

v1ðtÞ ¼ r � x; v2ðtÞ ¼
Z t

0
ðr � xÞdt ð12Þ

Thus, the gain-scheduled state-feedback control law for LPV
system can be written as

cuðtÞ ¼ KðqÞvðtÞ

¼ K1ðqÞðr � xÞ þ K2ðqÞ
Z t

0
ðr � xÞdt

ð13Þ

where K(q) is the gain that depend on the scheduled parameters q1

and q2 to be designed. It is necessary to mention that the dimension
of control law can be matched, because the dimension of DMz in
equation (4) is 1 � 1, and in Eq. (13) the dimension of K(q) is
1 � 2, and then the dimension of v(t) is 2 � 1, thus the dimension
of u(t) is 1 � 1. As can be seen in (13), the control law is a general-
ized proportional-integral control that can eliminate the tracking
error. Moreover, such a design can avoid the NP (Non-deterministic
Polynomial)-hard problem.

Substituting (13) into (11) gives the state-space representation
of the closed-loop system as

_vðtÞ ¼ AvcðqÞvðtÞ þ B1vcðqÞxðtÞ
zðtÞ ¼ CvðtÞ

ð14Þ

where

AvcðqÞ ¼ AðqÞ þ DAðqÞ þ B2cKðqÞ

B1vcðqÞ ¼ B1ðqÞ þ DB1ðqÞ

ANðqÞ ¼ AðqÞ þ B2C

B2c ¼ B2 þ DB2; C ¼ 1 1½ �T

To realize the tradeoff between the tracking performance and
robustness against uncertainties for the controller. The H1 perfor-
mance of the robust gain-scheduled controller chosen as:

kzk2 6 gkdk2 ð15Þ

To deal with the external disturbance and uncertainties, the
robust gain-scheduled feedback H1 controller is designed by using
the above index g and the following lemmas.

Lemma 1 (Quadratic H1 performance [19,32]). For a given index g,
the gain-scheduling state-feedback controller exists such that the
closed-loop system in (14) is asymptotically stable and possesses
H1 level g form w to z for all variable values of the parameter
vector q, if and only if a symmetric positive definite matrix P can be
found to satisfy the following conditions:

AT
vcðqÞP þ PAvcðqÞ PB1vcðqÞ CT

� �g2I 0
� � I

264
375 < 0 ð16Þ
Lemma 2 ([19,20]). Let C ¼ CT , �! and �# are real matrices with
compatible dimensions, and N

_

ðtÞ satisfying jN
_

ðtÞj 6 1. Then the fol-
lowing condition:

Cþ �! N
_

ðtÞ �#þ �#T N
_

ðtÞ�!T < 0 ð17Þ

holds if and only if there exists a positive scalar e > 0 such that
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C e�! �#T

� �eI 0
� � �eI

264
375 < 0 ð18Þ

In the design of tracking controller, the transient response of the
closed-loop system can be significantly effect by the eigenvalues
[30]. Meanwhile, considering the physical limitations on the actua-
tors, and the control input is also needed to be restricted. Thus, D-
stability of the closed-loop system is studied.
Definition 1 (LMI Regions). [33]: An LMI region that is a subset D
of the complex plane can be defined as follows:

D ¼ fs 2 C : f DðsÞ < 0g ð19Þ

where
N B1ðqÞ CT e1ðqÞL1ðqÞ e2ðqÞL3ðqÞ ðH1ðqÞRÞT 0 e3ðqÞL2ðqÞ ðH2ðqÞRÞT

� �g2I 0 0 0 0 ðH3ðqÞÞT 0 0
� � I 0 0 0 0 0 0
� � � �e1ðqÞI 0 0 0 0 0
� � � � �e2ðqÞI 0 0 0 0
� � � � � �e1ðqÞI 0 0 0
� � � � � � �e2ðqÞI 0 0
� � � � � � � �e3ðqÞI 0
� � � � � � � � �e3ðqÞI

266666666666666664

377777777777777775
< 0 ð25Þ

�rQ qQ þ ANðqÞQ e4ðqÞL1ðqÞ 0 e5ðqÞL2ðqÞ 0

� �rQ 0 ðH1ðqÞQÞT 0 ðH2ðqÞQÞT

� � �e4ðqÞI 0 0 0
� � � �e4ðqÞI 0 0
� � � � �e5ðqÞI 0
� � � � � �e5ðqÞI

2666666664

3777777775
< 0 ð26Þ
f DðsÞ :¼ w1 þ sw2 þ �swT
2

For the real application, some typical LMI regions have the follow-
ing form:
(1) Half-plane ReðsÞ < �# : f DðsÞ :¼ 2#þ sþ �s < 0
(2) Disk centered at (�q,0) with radius r� �
f DðsÞ :¼
�r qþ s

qþ �s �r
< 0 ð20Þ
(3) Conic sector with an apex at the origin and inner angle of 2h� �

f DðsÞ :¼

sin hðsþ �sÞ cos hðs� �sÞ
cos hð�s� sÞ cos hðsþ �sÞ

< 0 ð21Þ
Lemma 3 (Quadratic D-stability [33]). The matrix is D-stable if and
only if there exists a symmetric matrix P such that

MðAvcðqÞ; PÞ ¼ w1 � P þ w2 � ðPAvcðqÞÞ þ wT
2 � ðA

T
vcðqÞPÞ < 0 ð22Þ

Specifically, the condition for the D-stability of a disk LMI region
(q, r) can be written as
�rX qX þ XAvcðqÞ
qX þ XAT

vcðqÞ �rX

" #
< 0 ð23Þ
To further design the controller, denoting
N ¼ ANðqÞRþ RAT
NðqÞ ð24Þ
Theorem 1. For the closed-loop system in (14), the gain-schedul-
ing state-feedback controller exists such that the closed-loop sys-
tem is quadratic D-stability in the disk centered at (�q,0) with a
radius r and possesses quadratic H1 performance g form w to z
for all variable values of the parameter vector q, if and only if
e(q), R and a symmetric positive definite matrix Q can be found
to satisfy the following conditions:
Proof. According to Lemma 1, the quadratic H1 performance (15)
can be obtained if and only if the conditions in Eq. (25) are satis-
fied. Considering the system matrices involve the time-varying
matrix, thus Eq. (16) cannot be applied to design the controller.
To eliminate it, the condition (16) can be rewritten by utilizing
the Lemma 2, and then the condition (16) becomes the condition
(25).

Cþ �! N
_

ðtÞ �#þ �#T N
_

ðtÞ�!T < 0

where

C ¼
N B1ðqÞ CT

� �g2I 0
� � I

264
375

�!1¼
L1ðqÞ L3ðqÞ

0 0

� �
; N

_

1
ðtÞ¼ NðtÞ 0

0 NðtÞ

" #
; �#1¼

H1ðqÞR 0
0 H3ðqÞ

� �

�!2 ¼
L2ðqÞ

0

� �
; N

_

2
ðtÞ ¼ NðtÞ; �#2 ¼ H2ðqÞR 0 0½ �

Similarly, by using Lemma 2, the condition (23) becomes the condi-
tion (26), thus the proof is completed.
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For the vehicle system, assuming that the bounds of the time-
varying parameters q can presented by

qk ¼ qk �qk
� �

; k ¼ 1;2 ð27Þ

where �qk and �qk are the upper and lower bounds, since the state-
space matrices of the LPV-based closed-loop system are linearly
dependent on scheduled parameters q, thus AvcðqÞcan be rewritten
as

AvcðqÞ ¼
X4

i¼1

aiðqÞAvciðxiÞ ð28Þ

where xi are the vertices of the polytope, and aiðqÞ has the follow-
ing form:

aiðqÞ ¼
Q2

k¼1jqk � hðxiÞkjQ2
k¼1j�qk � qkj

ð29Þ

where

hðxiÞk ¼
�qk; if ðxiÞk ¼ qk

qk; otherwise

(
and aiðqÞ satisfyX4

i¼1

aiðqÞ ¼ 1

Theorem 2. For the closed-loop system in (14), the gain-schedul-
ing state-feedback controller exists such that the closed-loop
system is quadratic D-stability in the disk centered at (�q, 0) with a
radius r and possesses quadratic H1 performance g form w to z for
all variable values of the parameter vector q, if and only if there
exist ei(q), Ri and a symmetric positive definite matrix Q such as
the following matrix inequalities are feasible:

Hij þHji < 0
Xij þXji < 0

�
ð30Þ

where
Hij ¼

Ni B1;iðqÞ CT
i e1;iðqÞL1;jðqÞ e2;iðqÞL3;jðqÞ ðH1;iðqÞRiÞT

� �g2I 0 0 0 0 ðH3;

� � �I 0 0 0
� � � �e1;iðqÞI 0 0
� � � � �e2;iðqÞI 0
� � � � � �e1;iðqÞI
� � � � � � �e2

� � � � � �
� � � � � �

2666666666666666664

Xij ¼

�rQ qQ þ ANiðqÞQ e5;iðqÞL1;jðqÞ 0 e6;iðqÞL2;jðqÞ
� �rQ 0 ðH1;iðqÞQÞT 0
� � �e4;iðqÞI 0 0
� � � �e4;iðqÞI 0
� � � � �e5;iðqÞI
� � � � �

26666666664
Thus, designing the controller is completed, and the final gain can
be obtained:

KðqÞ ¼
X4

i¼1

aiðqÞRiQ
�1 ð31Þ
4. Simulation and analysis

CarSim� is a widely used dynamic software that can simulate
and analyze the dynamic handling behavior of different vehicles
under diversiform driving conditions. It incorporates a 27-
degree-of-freedom full-vehicle model, which is equipped with
nonlinear tire models and virtual sensors as a standard feature. It
is worth noting that, two different vehicle models are presented
for different purposes in this paper. In Section 2, the main purpose
of establishing the uncertain vehicle dynamics model that derived
from the single track model is to design robust gain-scheduled con-
troller, while the high-fidelity, full-vehicle vehicle model obtained
from CarSim� is used for simulation purposes. According to the
parameters of the experimental electric vehicles in our laboratory,
the simulation high-fidelity, full-vehicle vehicle model was
obtained using CarSim�, and then utilizing Carsim� and co-simula-
tion between Carsim� and Matlab/Simulink, the numerical simula-
tion that includes single lane change, double lane change and
sinusoidal steering maneuvers is implemented to verify and evalu-
ate the performance of the designed controller.

4.1. Single lane change

Single lane change is implemented to evaluate the tracking per-
formance and robustness against variation of tire cornering stiff-
ness for the designed controller. In the simulation, the friction
coefficient of the high-l surface is set to be 0.9, and uncertainties
in the stiffness of the front and rear tires are set to be ±25%. The
simulation results including the steering wheel angle, longitudinal
velocity, yaw rate and vehicle sideslip angle at the CG, and yaw
moment are shown in Figs. 5–9. Compared with other research
focused on the fixed longitudinal velocity, here the longitudinal
velocity is time-varying. As shown in Fig. 6, the longitudinal veloc-
ity increases from 30 km/s to 37 km/s. It can be observed that the
0 e3;iðqÞL2;jðqÞ ðH2;iðqÞRiÞT

iðqÞÞT 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

;iðqÞI 0 0
� �e3;iðqÞI 0
� � �e3;iðqÞI

3777777777777777775
0

ðH2;iðqÞQÞT

0
0
0

�e5;iðqÞI

37777777775



Fig. 5. Steering wheel angle for single lane change.

Fig. 6. Longitudinal velocity for single lane change.

Fig. 7. Yaw rate for single lane change.

Fig. 8. Vehicle slip angle for single lane change.

Fig. 9. Yaw moment for single lane change.

Fig. 10. Steering wheel angle for double lane change.
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controlled yaw rate and vehicle sideslip angle at the CG are close to
the desired references from Figs. 7 and 8, which means that the
designed controller shows good tracking performance. Fig. 9 pre-
sents the external yaw moment controlled by the controller in sin-
gle lane change simulation. As can be seen from Fig. 9, as long as
the steering occurs, the controlled yaw moment quickly changes
along with it, this phenomenon indicates that the controller has
a satisfied transient response.

In addition, when the stiffness of the front and rear tires is heav-
ily changed, only some small differences between the controlled
states and the references can be observed from figures of partial
enlargement, it can be clearly explained due to the strong robust-
ness of the designed controller.

4.2. Double lane change

The main objective of double lane change simulation is to verify
the effect of the designed controller for vehicle lateral stability con-
trol under extreme steering maneuvers, i.e. heavy steering under
the low-l surface. In this simulation, the friction coefficient of
the low-l surface is set to be 0.6, and uncertainties in the vehicle
mass are set to be ±25%. The variable range of the longitudinal
velocity shown in Fig. 11 changes from 65 km/h to 75 km/h. As



Fig. 11. Longitudinal velocity for double lane change.

Fig. 12. Yaw rate for double lane change.

Fig. 13. Vehicle slip angle for double lane change.

Fig. 14. Yaw moment for double lane change.

Fig. 15. Steering wheel angle for sinusoidal steering.

Fig. 16. Longitudinal velocity for sinusoidal steering.
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can be seen in Fig. 10 and Figs. 12 and 13, when heavy steering
with 30 degree occurs, the controlled yaw rate and vehicle sideslip
angle at the CG still keep the good tracking performance even for
vehicle mass with large variation. It also shows that the designed
controller has strong robustness with respect to the vehicle mass
variation. Fig. 14 shows the external yaw moment regulated by
the designed controller, which changes as steering takes place, that
is because that controller tries to compensate for tracking error.

4.3. Sinusoidal steering

The sinusoidal steering is carried out in the third maneuver. As
shown in Fig. 15, the sinusoidal steering maneuver is more severe
than the above two turning maneuver because the turning actions
are more frequent and quicker, the turning maneuver is applied to
further evaluate vehicle lateral stability and handling performance
of the proposed D-stability-based robust gain-scheduled controller
(DRGC). In this sinusoidal steering maneuver, the friction coeffi-
cient of the high-l surface is set to be 0.9, and here the tire corner-
ing stiffness shown in Fig. 17 is time-varying. The simulation
results, including the longitudinal velocity, yaw rate and vehicle
sideslip angle, are shown in Figs. 15 and 16 and Figs. 18 and 19.

To illustrate the benefit with D-stability, the proposed
D-stability-based robust gain-scheduled controller and robust



Fig. 17. Time-Varying front tire cornering stiffness for sinuso.

Fig. 18. Yaw rate for sinusoidal steering.

Fig. 19. Vehicle slip angle for sinusoidal steering.
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gain-scheduled controller without D-stability (RGC) are compared
in Figs. 18 and 19. As can be seen from Figs. 18 and 19, the pro-
posed DRGC possesses better tracking performance for vehicle lat-
eral dynamics system, whereas the RGC generates large error in the
transient process. For instance, during the time interval (e.g., 2.5–
3.5 s and 4.5–5.5 s), large error can be observed. This is owing to
the fact that the D-stability was applied to improve the transient
response of the closed-loop system. The sinusoidal steering
maneuver also exhibits that the proposed controller can provide
improved vehicle lateral stability even when the vehicle longitudi-
nal velocity and tire cornering stiffness are time-varying.
In addition, comparing Figs. 8, 13 and 19, even though the con-
trolled vehicle sideslip angle in double lane change and sinusoidal
steering simulations shows larger values than that in single lane
change simulation, the controlled vehicle sideslip angle tends to
small (less than ±1.5 degree). It is necessary to mention that the
vehicle sideslip angle is a critical index for evaluating the vehicle
lateral stability, safety and handling performance. Generally, if
the vehicle sideslip angle is too large, typically more than ±2
degree, the vehicle lateral stability may be lost. Thus, the con-
trolled vehicle using the designed controller is stable, such a small
vehicle sideslip angle indicates that vehicle lateral stability, safety
and handling performance can be improved.
5. Conclusion

A robust gain-scheduled H1 controller for lateral stability con-
trol of FWID-EVs is proposed by using LPV technique. Uncertainties
in vehicle dynamics model are analyzed, and the time-varying lon-
gitudinal speed in lateral stability control is also investigated. Sim-
ulation including single lane change, double lane change and
sinusoidal steering maneuvers is implemented to verify the effec-
tiveness of the proposed controller by using Matlab/Simulink-Car-
sim�. The simulation show that the designed controller possesses
effectual tracking performance and strong robustness against
uncertainties, which indicates that the designed controller can pro-
vide improved vehicle lateral stability, safety and handling perfor-
mance. Although the simulation results has a certain guiding
significance for real applications, perhaps the implementing effort
of the proposed controller is very crucial for the real vehicle appli-
cations. Hence, the additional attention on effect of the implement-
ing effort based on a simplified controller should be paid to further
enhance vehicle performance in future works.
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